As of 2012-09-27

Service Dead!

Due to problems with the ISP that hosted the CIA.VC servers and website the CIA.VC server has been completely wiped.

The are no backups of the servers so the service CANNOT be restored, The Atheme team have decided to not bother restoring or maintaining the service and have passed it over to Ilkotech.

What to become of the service?

Ilkotech hopes to rebuild the service from scratch, this means developers will need to recreate their accounts along with their bots and projects, we hope to have the service somewhat back online. We cannot promise any miracles but do promise to do our best.

http://cia.vc/stats/project/tikiwiki

- [FIX] cookies: Somehow javascript_enabled seems to be able to get "lost", and...
- [ENH] jcapture: New pref to define which file gallery to upload the jcapture...
- [ENH] jcapture: New pref to define which file gallery to upload the jcapture...
- typos
- left over readme update from last week
- [MRG] Automatic merge, branches/9.x 43090 to 43100
- [FIX] toolbars: Remove stray space char in ckeditor javascript that seems to...
- [ENH] seo: Simple way of producing plain text sitemaps for submitting to search...
- [FIX] edit css: Remove input filter from css data field
- [FIX] newsletters: Use the is_html var (calculated at the start of send...